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INTRODUCTION 
'.rhe Annual High Sehool Bulletin,:. published by tha State 
of Oklahoma D&pal?tment of Education, fit.at.es that- a minimum 
er sixteen un1t.s ia required for graduation .from an ·a-cc.red• 
1ted .four- year high achool .. Four units 1n English., two 
units in mathematics . one....:half unit in Oklahoma history, 
one .... hal f unit in eommunity civics ., one un1t 1n science, and 
one unit in American hi.stcry must be included in the sixteen 
or more units of regularly organized classroom. instruction 
counting toward gr-aduation. !'he bullet,in specifies further 
that students may elect subjects in the f-!elds or f'oreign 
l .anguages , .commerce~ industrial and vocational arts .,. and 
i'ine arts to round out the sixteen units required for gradu-
ati on. 
'Webster de:f'ines elective to mean ,exerting the power of 
ehoiee. The matter of students electing to take vocati.onal 
subjects instead of non-vocational subjeets, o,r vice versa , 
has been the subject of much discussi on by both school 
people and laymen .. The procedure wied by :administrators to 
guide students 1n electing to: take vocational or non- voca-
tional aubjeeta forms the basis .for much of.' this discussion. 
Many school people .and laymen alike think that school admin-
istrators .arbitrarily guide student.a ; the more apt students 
1 
being advised to take non-vocational subjects , the dull or 
retarded students to take vocational subjects . Vocational 
subjects , some school people and laymen believe, are looked 
upon as "dumping grounds u for "problem children" by school 
administrators . 
Assmning that the thinking of the school people and 
laymen is or is not valid, what about the students who are 
supposedly being "juggled"? Row well do they fit the 
assigned categories or "dull boy" vocational and "bright 
boy" non ... vocational? Are they interested in the subjects 
they are taking now, or are they taking these subjects be ... 
cause they were "advised" to do so? 
11'he purposes of this study are as i"ollows: 
1 . To determine the method used by administrators in 
guiding students in their electing to take voca ... 
tional or non- vocational subjects in the three 
high schools used in the study. 
2 . To determine the occupations in which vocational 
and non-vocational boys are interested at present 
in the separate schools 0£ Okmulgee , Choctaw and 
Shawnee" 
3"" To compare the occupational preferences ·and mental 
abilities of vocational and non-vocational boys in 
the three high schools . 
REVIEW OF LI*L'ERA'I't.TRE 
A great deal o.f thought has been g1ven by different 
writers i.n regard tc, the ·prob1em oi' guiding students in see ... 
l .. 
onda.l:>'Y schools . Chisholm advances the idea tha.t a.n impor-
tant item in planning a gu1danc,e program for a scheo1 is an 
accurate knowledge of' the o:fferings of the sehoo.l , eurr1eular 
and extr.a ... eurrieular • in terms. of the experie:nee3 the work 
:a.ffords: the students~ 
Guiding students in electing t& teke the curricular 
off'e:ringa oi' the ,school is sometimes limited to a :statement 
.from the teachers of the varieus subjects· as t ,o what th.e 
a~udent might hope to g,et from eacrh eowse. Kc·;,os and 
2 . 
Ke!'auver have called 4-ittent!on to a aign1.f1cant point in a 
study o:r the school and its off'erings. They point out tha.t 
t ,e.a.chers of' v~ious subjects cannot always be relied upon 
for an :aee-urat.e .statement of' the objective of' their work " 
Thay further state that there are· .$Gm.e teachers who still 
believe the.t certain subjecta train the mind~ although the 
f'o:rmal discipline theory bas been. rejeeted by psych.ol.ogists 
.for more than a quarter of' a e entury . 
. 1L. L. Ohishohl, , Guiding You:th 1n the Secondaey School 
{New York. 1945) . p • .366. · · · 
2teonard v .. Koo.s :and Grayson N. Ke£auver ,, Guidance in 
,Secondary Sehools {New York. 19J1l, P·'I' 416. 
3 
Equally as, important as guidance o:f Negro youth 1.nto ·. 
various occupations ·18 the matt.er o:f placement .. D~scussing 
the occupational ·s 'ituation for Negro youth in terms of a 
guidance program. Jonea3 ~ of the Uhiversi ty or ie-rmsylv.ania, 
points out that there i ·s a tendency to constrict d contract 
occupational opportunities f'or Negree:r. ,, Many or the simple.,. 
unsk;tll ed manual jobs have di.sappeared, he states,. becalilSe 
of the introduction o:f machinecy, and there has been no cor-
responding enlargement of' opportunities in the higher occu .. 
pations . He further sta.tes that although Negroes make up 
one- tenth o:f the population they are generally disregarded •· 
in the administrative organization o:f government and of pri-
vate institutions a.nd agencies . 
The practice or arbi.trarily placing students in voca-. 
tional and non- ·vocationa.1 stib jects o-n the basis of mental 
abilities is not sound. Koos ;, Hughes _, Hutson, , and Reavis4 
point out that the vocational curriculums. should not be used 
as a .;dumping groundn for the least competent pupils . In-
tellectual .incompetents cannot be expected to succeed in 
highiy s!dlled and complex oecupi tions . 
To be thorough in the job o.f guiding youth into various 
occupational .areas. the school . . should be cognizant o.f the 
3Arthur J . Jones , .Princ:tpl~s o.f Guidance (New York• 
1945) , p . 422 . . 
~ . V. Koos , J . M. Hughes;, P . w. Hutson, and W .• c. 
Reavis , Administering the Secondary School (New York, 1940) ., 
p . 57. 
employment potentialities in its service .area. Cole5 states 
that the employment potential ities o.f one ' s community re-
sources are and can be unl imited. These potenti a l ities ,, he 
thinks, ean be uncovered through directories .,. newspapers . 
and personal contacts . In all instances. the student should 
be l.llade aware of these potent~aliti es and. at the same time. 
the possibility or their occupational development in the 
dif.ferent areas of' employment. 
A sound argument .for the need of a guidance program in 
the second,ary school is :round in a f'ollow- up study on gui-
6 dance made by Bennett , Seashore,. and Wesman . They f'ound 
that students vmo tend to she>w super1or1 ty 1n the1r knowl-
edge of words ,and the mechanics o:f Engl.1sh while i n high 
school comprise the bulk o.f the group now seeki ng degrees in 
college . Further,, they found that students in sci .enoe 
courses and engi neering schools are, f'or the most part,. 
thos e who show exc-ept~onal numerical ab111 ty. They also 
.found tba t men now in the mechanical trade generall y test 
better in mechanical reasoning than in verbal skil ls . 
5shelton w. Cole,. "Community Employment Opportunities 
for High School Studonts,._ n Industrial Arts and Vocational 
Education, n, (Apr1la 1953) . lo. fi.. 
. 6George K. Bennett.,- Harol d G. Seashore and Alexander G-. 
Wesman. "Aititude ~eating: Does it Prove Out in Guidance 
Practices? The Vocat1.ona1 Gui dance Journ91. XXX (May. 1952} ,, 
No . 8. ' . 
7 Cox .• Duff and McNamara discourage the px>actice of 
arbitrarily guiding students into di.f.fex>ent subjects by 
pointing out that guidance of the intellectually superior 
students is too often negative in the sense that they are 
encouraged to choose abstract and verbali.stic subjects and 
occupations merely because they have natural endowments that 
make possible success in such subjects and occupations. The 
students with superior intellect . they state, are 11rail-
roadedn into. academic curri.cula and subjects even though 
such "electiontt debars them .from opportunities to speeial.ize 
in mechanical or vocational ,activities wherein they might 
find opportunities to develop their unique geniuses . 
7Phlllip W. L. Cox. John Carr Duff'•· and '.Marie McNamara, 
Basic Principle a o:f Guidance ( New York, 1948) • pp . 306- 308 . 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The data used in this study were obtairied frora personal 
interviews with the supervising principals o:f the three high 
schools used in the study, occupati onal. interest surveys, 
and test results from the Kuder Preference Record and the 
S . R. A. Primary Abilities test . 
The principals of' the three high S·chools u.sed in this 
study were interviewed personally to secure permission to 
make the study in their schools and to ascertain the method 
used by each of them in the placement of students in voca-
tional ;and non- vocational subj.acts. Occupational interest 
surveys were used to secure information concerning the pres-
ent occupational interests of vocational and non- vocational .. 
boys in the Okmulgee ,. Choctaw,, and Sha~oe high schools . 
Data f'or comparison of vocational and non- vocational boys as 
to their occupational preferences and mental abilities were 
secured .from the result of' scores obtained .from the Kuder 
Pre.ference Re-cord test ,, published by the Science Research 
Association. and tho ~,. R. A. Primary Mental Abilities test •. 
published by the same association. These comparisons were 
made between eighty- f'ive vocational and eighty non- vocation-
al boys ~ grades nine and ten. in the threo high school.s . 
The Kuder Preference Record Wa$ used as a means of systemat-
ically deteHllining whether or not the "f'reedom o:f choice" 
1 
exercised by vocational and non- vocational boys in electing 
subjects is consistent w1 th tb.e things they ordinarily pre .... 
fer to do . 
Kuder Pref'erenco Record test scores. were obtained in tm 
f'ollowing nine general areas of interest: (1) mechanlcal., 
(2) computational .. (3) artisti,c ., (4) persuasive, (5) scien-. 
tific ,. (6) literary, (7) musical_ (8) aoci.al service and 
(9) clerical . Sc.ores made by the vocational and the non-
vocational groups in each of' these areas of' interest were 
totaled separately, and the mea;n (M) score f'ound f'or each 
group in each area of' interest . Tb.e3e mean scores were used 
to make pro.f:11e.s ,, giving a gra,phic picture of' the occupation• 
al preferences of both groups . 
The s . R. A. Pri.mary Mental Abilities test was admin-
istered as .a :means of s.ecuring a total .score of the different 
mental abilities of vocational and non- vocational boys so 
that a comparison might be made between the two gr.oups . 
Distribution tables, showing the range ·of total scores and 
the percentile rank of' each group .. were made .. The percen-
tile rank corresponding to the total raw score made by the 
individuals in each group was f'ound by use of the P. M. A. 
Standard T,able i.n 'Which ov.er 18, 000 students ., all over 
America., made up the standardization population. 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE 
DUNBAR SCHOOL; OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA 
The School 
Dunbar High School, Okmulgee , named for a noted Negro 
poet, is located in Okmulgee County f'orty- nine miles south• 
east of Tulsa . Dunba:x- has ·a. .faculty of sixteen high school 
teachers and tin enrollment of 275 students .. The occupa-
tional .opportunities for students finU11hing the Dunbar High 
School are limited. The general .s.tores .. and industrial 
plants do not look f'avorabl-y upon hiring men of' color. 
Douglas Aircraft r Tulsa, furnishes job opportml.ities in air-
craft repair and maintenance . It might be stB.ted here# 
however, . that in the last twelve years the population of 
Oklahoma has become so fluid that occupational opportunities 
need not be considered wholly on the basis of' where one 
happens to be at a given time. People who only "yesterday11 
were faced with limited job opportunities are ntoday'\ by , 
virtue or having moved. facing a new horizon or job oppor-
tunitie-s. 
Guidanc~ Procedure Used in the Dunbar School 
' Table I -shows, that students are free to choose those 
electives they will take in the Dunbar school . The basi.s 
9 
TABLE! 
GUIDANCE PROCEDURE USED BY THE ADMlliISTRATION OF THE 
!>UNBAR HIGH SCHOOL, OKMULGEE , OKLAHOMA . 
£kitab:tons ori Stu~ent'a fiasls tor Gu!cil.£g 
Electives Offered Choice 0£ Voeational and Students 1n 
Bi??!auities Encountered 
1n Guiding Students 
.in Sehool . ·Non ... v2cat1onal Subjects Blegting SubJecta 






Explanation from Student likes and dis• 
principal and likes for teachers 
teachers as to 
what might be ex... Degree of difficulty ot 
peeted from co\l,J:'se courses 
offerings 
Limited guidance in the 
school 
for guiding students in electing to take voca,tional or non-
vocational aub jeet_s probably gives some indication of the 
deg!"ee to which students .are actually .free to elect what 
they will take. Table I shows further that tho basis for 
guiding students in their electing to take certain subjects 
is weak. '!'hough the explanation :from the principal might be 
thought to be unbiased as. to what :might be · expected .from the 
dif.fer.ent course o.f:f'er1ngs_. certainly those coming from the 
teachers cannot be thought to be so. Being under constant 
pressure. more or less. to keep up class enrollment is not 
necessarily conducive to unbi.a,se-d counseling o.f students as 
to i.fuat subjects they should take. 
D1.ff1cult1es encountered by the administration in guid-
ing students indicate that, although students are free to 
elect . the biisi.s on which it is done is not always f!aund . 
Student likes and di.s1ikes fur teachers, . selecting a subject 
because 1.t is less cll.f'.f1.cult than another, and lack of 
proper counseling ·are all conducive to a s -tate of being t:ree 
to elect without .a sense o.f responsibility for outcomes . In 
light o:r this c.andi tion,. it will be of' interest to analyze 
Table II which presents a comparison of the occupational 
interest o.f' vocational and non"'!'vocat!onal boys 1n the Dunbar 
school. 
7 Occupational Interest 
Table II shows twenty-one of the twenty-seven vocation-
al boys to be interested in farmir,ig and auto _mechanics ; 
eighteen 1n farming. and three in auto mechanics . Nine of 
the twenty-one boys interested in farming and auto mechanics 
plan to enter these occupations on finishing high school, 
while twelve plan to pur.sue the occupations of farming and 
auto mechanics on completion of their college caree.rs . Of 
the remaining six vocationa.l boys , three plan to enter the 
army, one 1s undecided what he will do on finishing high 
school, one is undecided as to what he will do on finishing 
college> and one plans to enter medicine on completion of 
his professional training. The non-vocati,onal group shows a 
wider divergence of occupational interest than 1s sho"Wn by 
the vocational group .. Of twelve non-vocational boys who 
plan to enter occupations on finishing high school. one 
plans to enter auto mechanics , one upholstering, one con-
struction work, three army,, and six connnon labor . 
Table II shows twenty.five non- vocati onal boys to be 
interested in occupations which they plan to enter on com• 
pleting their collage careers. Five of the non- vocational 
boys plan to go to college and enter some occupation on 
completing their work, but are undecided what the occupation 
1A copy or the survey is included 1n the Append.ix. 
TABLE II 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST OF 27 VOCATIONAL AND 37 NON.VOCATIONAL 
BOYS IN THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL, OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA 
Number Plann1ng to Enter 
Occupations on Pin1shing 
Occupations in which Boys 
.re Presentlz Interested 
. !!1f1 School 
. 'O'ocslSiona- lon- Voc§/E!:ona! 
Farming 8 0 10 
Auto Mechanics 1 1 2 
Medicine () 0 1 
Upholstering 0 l 0 
Industrial Arts Teacher 0 0 0 
Construction Worker 0 l 0 
Interior Decoration 0 0 0 
Agricultural Engineering 0 0 0 
Army 3 3 0 
Lawyer 0 0 0 
Common Laborer 0 6 a 
Undecided l 0 1 














'Will be . Twenty o:f the boys show more de:finite interest as 
follows: one,. :farming; three .- auto mechanics; six ,. medicine; 
one , upholstering; :five .. industrial arts; one .• interior dec-
or-ating; two., agi"'icu1ture engineering; and one ,. law. It is 
s1gnii'icant to note that two vocational boys and three non-
vocational boys who indicate that they plan to go to college 
also indicate int.entions to ·enter a vocat:ion that ordin11rily 
requires only trade school training . This would .seem to 
indicate lack of guidance teehniquea on the part o:f persons 
responsible :for directing students in the Dunbar school . 
Sub.ject Interest 
Table III shows the subjects in which twenty- seven 
vocational and thirty- seven non- vocational boys are inter-
ested in at the Dunbar .High School . Tw'enty- two o:f the voca-
tional boys .- 81 . 5 percent o:f the group, showed greater 
interest in vocational agriculture than in any of' the sub-
jects in which the group is presently interested . It is to 
be noted that,. although none of' the non- vocational boys 
showed an interest in the vocational of'i'ering o:f the school., 
eightJI or 21 . 6 percent .• o:f the thirty- seven boys showed an 
interest in .auto mechanics . This fact should be of interest 
to those responsible for course offerings in the Dunbar High 
School ~ The highest percentage o:f non- vocational boys , 59~4 
percent . showed interest in social studies . It is likely 
that there is same correlation between the decentralization 
of interest among a number· of subjects on the part of the 
non- vocational group and their varied occupational. interest; 
the centralized interest of the vocational group in one sub-· 
ject and their narrow range of' occupational interest . 
TABLE III 
SUBJECTS IN WHICH 27 VOCATIONAL AND 37 NON. 
VOCATIONAL BOYS PRESENTLY ARE INTERESTED 
AT DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL~ OKMULGEE,. OKLAHOMA 
Subjects 1n Percent of Boys 
which Boys Boys Interested 1n Interested in 
.Presentl y are Diff'erent Subjects Dif'ferent SubJects 
Interested Vocational I Non- Voe.. Vocational N9n- Voc .1 
Vocational 
Agriculture 22 0 81..5 0 
Mathematics 12 10 .,. 44 11:4 27 . 0 
Genera1 Shop 0 19 0 51. 3 
Soci.al Studies 12 22 44~4 59.4 
Science 5 8 18.,5 21 _6 
English 13 12 48. 1 32. 4 
Music 2 4 7.4 10.8 
Auto Mechanics * 0 8 0 21. 6 
i!-
Not offered in Dunbar High School curriculum. 
9 The Kuder Preference Record Test 
Purpose 
Oecupa tions of'ten are chosen by people because of some 
chance inf'luence rather than as a result of a careful review 
of' the oeeupational field . 
The Kuder Preference Record is a means of making a 
systematic approach to this problem. By means o·f the scores 
obtained, the individual's or group ' s attention may be 
directed toward occupational areas which appear to be par-
tioularly promising 1n the light o:f this preference ,. In 
many cases , a person ' s attention may be called to an occupa• 
tion .for which he is suited• but mich he has not previously 
considered simply because of unfamiliarity. 
The specific uses of' the Kuder Preference Record for 
vocational guidance are as .follows: 
1 . To point out vocations with which the student mSsy 
. not be .familiar but which involve activities of the 
type for which he has expressed preference . Such 
vocations deserve to be considered in the light of' 
~easures of ability. In no case, however , are the 
preference scores intended as ,a aubstitute f'or 
measures. of' ab11i ty •. 
9A copy of the answer pad for the Kuder ~reference 
Record test is found in the Appendix . 
2. To check on whether a person ' s choice of an occupa-
tion is consistent with the type of thing he ordi• 
narily prefers to do . If the choice has not been 
made on the basis of familiarity with the occupa-
tion in question, the choice may be a poor one . 
Sometimes adolescents make choices because they 
admire persons in the occupation chosen or because 
the occupation is being chosen by friends . 
Occupational Preferences 
Figure l presents a graphic comparison of the occupa-
tional preferences of twenty- seven vocati onal and thirty-
seven non- vocational beys , grades nine and ten, 1n the Dwibar 
High School , Okmulgee _, Oklahoma . It should be noted that 
scores on and above tho 75th percentile indicate a de.fJni te 
preference for the occupation on which the score is made . 
Percentile scores ranging between the 65th and 70th percen-
tiles have some significance. but they cannot be regarded 
wlth as much eonf'idence as higher score.a ._ Scores on or 
below the 50th percentile indicate that the group has no 
10 well developed interest 1n that occupational area. 
As shown 1n Figure 1 . the vocational group ranked at 
the 69th percentile, . while the non- vocational group had a 
100 . Frederic Kuder. Revised Manual for the Kuder 
Prei'erence Record (Chica.go. 1~46) . 
~ O(!.i a. I 
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percentile score of 67 in preference for occupat~ons requir-
ing mechanical ability. The difference in percentile rank 
is not great enough to indicate any significant difference 
between the two groups as to their preference for occupa-
tions requiring .mechanical ability. The rank o.f both groups• 
however. is high enough to indicate interest in :mechanical 
occupational areas . Some occupations which .fall in the 
mechanical area are airplane mechanic ~ assembler o.f meehan-
ical articles 6' auto meehanic, and construction worker .• 
Neither the vocational nor the non-voc,ational groups showed 
percentile scores Mgh enough to indicate a de.f'1nite interest 
:tn occupations requiring comput.at-ional ability. The voca-
tional group ranked at the 36th percentile., and the non-
vocational group ranked At the 64th percentile., Some o.f the 
occupati.ons whieh require computational ability are account-
ing# auditing,, bookkeeping, and surveying . 
The non- vocational group showed a higher percentile 
rank,. 65th! in occupations requiring scienti:.ric ability than 
did the vocational group., which ranked at the 36th percen. 
tile-., Included in this list of occupations are agronomist. 
biologist . chemist . erosion speci.alist. surgeon, inventor, 
and veterinarian. Occupations requiring persuasive ability 
are,. to name· ,a :.rew• buyer, lawyer. radio announcer. sales 
clerk. politician. grocer" eonsu1" and diplomat . The voca-
tional group showed gre-a te.r pre:rerence .for occupations re• 
quiring persuasive ability th.an did the non-voca.t1onal boys •. 
The vocational boys had a percentile ra:11.k of 10. or ranked 
e.t the 70th percentile•- while the non- vocational boys ranked 
at the 56th percentile . The percentile ranks of 56 .and 49 
which were made by the vocational and non'!"'vocational groups* 
respectively •. ·are ,too low to indicate any particular 
interest in occupations requiring artistic ability. The 
vocational. group ranked at th.e 40th percentile in preference 
for occupations requiring literary ability. The non• 
vocational group ranked at the 43rd percentile . Neither 
rank is sign1f'icant enough to indicate e.rry pref'erence for 
this occupation. The v-0cationa1 group and the non- vocational 
group ranked at the 61st anrl 59th percentiles . respectively, 
in preference for those occupations requiring musical abil• 
ity. Other than the f'.act that the vocational group outranked 
the non-v-ocationa.1 group by two percentile points . there is 
nothing here to indicate e. particular preference on the part 
o:r either group f'or occupatlons requir:ing musical ability. 
Both the vocational and non- vocational boys ranked high in 
their preference i'or occupations in the social service area . 
The vocational group ranked at the 76th percentile and the 
non-vocational group at the 83rd percentile. Occupations in 
the service area include adult education director, county 
home demonstrator, .. scout leader ,, welfare worker# farm 
adviser,, 4-H or lT. F . A. adviser _. and vocational co1.mselor . 
The vocational group ranked highest in its interest of occu-
pations requiring clerical ability. The vocational group 
ranked at the 68th percentile, and the non-vocational group 
ranked at the 53rd percentile. Occupations requiring cler-
ical ability are clerk, examinat:lon scorer, proo.f"reader,. 
typist., teletype operator., and key punch operator. 
The dii'f'erence in occupational pref'erences expressed by 
vocational and non- vocational boys can be said to be a 
matter of degree rather than kind. Although the percentile 
scores were a bit di.fferent,. ti :matter of degree, both groups 
ranked high, above the 75th percentile, in preference for 
the same occupations . The greateat degree of difference is 
shown in the expressed pref'erence of the two groups for 
occupations requiring seientific knowledge .. However. the 
highest score~ 6.5,, is not high enough to be too signi.fj.cant 
1n determining the preference of either group .f"or occupation 
1n the scient:t.f'ic area. 
s . R. A .• Primary Mental Abilities Test11 
12 
Explanation or Test 
The S. R. A. Primary Abilities test was designed to 
measure several of the abilities (mental) that have been 
f'ound through the method of factor analysis . They are the 
11A copy of the answer pad for the s . R. A. Primary 
Abilities test is shown in the Appendix . 
12Examinat1on manual .for the s . R. A. Primary Mental 
Abiliti.es test . 
latest development in a series of researches carried on for 
many years at the Psychometric Laboratory of The University 
of Chicago, Scores on five separate mental abilities may be 
obtained from the test . The five separate abilities are 
(1) verbal meaning, (2) space, (3) reasoning, (4) number , 
and {5) word- t'lueney. The total score is made up of the 
five ability scores weighed so that each ability contributes 
equally to the total . 
By use and analysis of the five separate abilities , as 
well as the composite score , the teacher ·can better under-
stand his students and adapt the curriculum to their special 
needs and capacities . 
Research done during the last .several years has demon-
strated that int-elligence can best be described in terms of 
several different abilities . These abilities have been 
given the name 1'lpr1mary Mental Abilities . " 
Primary Mental Abilities Scores 
Table IV shows the distribution of total scores of' 
twenty- seven vocational and th~rty- seven non-vocational boys 
who took the Primary Mental Abilities test 1n the Dunbar 
school . It may be noted that the vocational group had a 
median score , the score exceeded by half' the group, of 10 .50., 
while the non- vocational group had a median score of 82. 
This represents a diffe?'ence in median of 11 .. .50 in favor of 
the non-voca.tional group . The vocational group had a mean 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF T SCORES~~ MADE ON S . R. A. PRIMARY 
MENTAL ABILITIES TEST BY 27 VOCATIONAL AND 
37 NON- VOCATIONAL BOYS, GRADES 9 AND 10_ 
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Median 82. 00 
Mean 86. 05 
~}T Scores-- Total Score is the sum oi: v.js.j2R,t.2N,Ai made 
on the PTimary Mental Abilities Te.st . 
score,. average score, of' 76 .• 03 while the non-vocational 
group scored 86. 0.5 . This represents a dii'f'erence of' 10. 02 
in mean scores f'avoring the non-vocational group . From the 
information presented here., it can be seen that non- voca-
tional boys rated higher ,in total mental abilities than did 
the vocational boys . 
Percentile Scores 
Table V presents the distribution of' percentile scores 
of' twenty- seven vocation-al and thirty- seven non- vocational 
boys who took the Primary Mental Abilities test. These per-
centile seores indicate the rank of' the boys in this study 
{ls compared nth o·ther high school students of like ages 
throughout the United States . As shown in Table V, only one 
of' the vocational boys . 3.7 percent of the group , ranked 
above the 21st percentile while nineteen,. or 70.3 percent , 
ranked between the first and fifth percentiles . Five non-
vocational boys ranked above the 21st percentile lm.i.le 22. 
or 59.4 percent, ranked between the 1st and 2nd percentiles. 
The vocational group had a median score of' 2 . 10 while the 
non-vocational group had a score o.f 4.0. This is ,a differ-
ence in median of 1 . 90 in favor of the non-vocational group . 
The vocational boys had a mean score of 5.55 while the non ... 
vocational group scored 7 . 29. 'l1b.e non- vocationaJ. boys had a 
mean scare of' 1.74 above the vocational boys . 
From the standpoint of comparison,. the non- vocational 
bays had a higher percentile rank than did the vocational 
TABLE V 
DISTRmUTION OF PERCENTILE SCORES MADE ON THE S. R. A. 
PRIMARY MENTAL ABILITIES TEST BY 27 VOCATIONAL AND 
37 NON- VOCATIONAL BOYS, GRADES 9 AND 10• 
DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL, OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA 
. Frequency . 
Seores · Vocational Non- voc1tlonal 
31- 35 • l 0 
26- 30 0 .2 
21- 25 0 3 
16-20 l 2 
11- 15 4 1 
6- 10 2 7 
1- 5 19 22 
N 27 H 37 
Median .2 . 10 Median 4 . 00 
Mean 5.55 Me.an 7 . 29 
group on the Primary Mental Abi11t1.es test. However, both 
groups ranked low when compared with the standardized seore · 
obtained :Crom testi over 18. 000 high school students over 
.America . Lack of acquaintance with the test, coupled with 
the possibility that some o.f the boys may not have been 
properly impressed with the need .for doing their best , may 
have . in some measure , , accounted .for these low sco.res . 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA ON' THE 
DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL,. SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 
The School 
'!he Dunbar High School,.. Shawnee_. is located in Potta-
watomie county forty- f'ive m1ies east of Okl,ahoma. City. 
Dunbar has a f'aculty of' seven high s.ehool teachers and an 
enrollm.ent of' ninety- four high school students . 
Occupati.onal opportunities for Negroes in Shawnee are 
limited. The Sylvaru.a Company. makers o:r electric light 
bulbs and electric appliances , and the Shawnee Milling 
Company do not furnish employment for Negroes . Many Shawnee 
citizens. commute daily to and from Tinker Air Field near 
Oklahoma. City. Emplcryment for Negroes in Shaw.nee, beyond 
the school system,. is limited to garages, service stations ,, 
and work in private homes . 
Guidance Procedure used in the Dwlbar School 
Table VI presents the guidance procedure used i.n the 
·Dunbar school . Students are free to elect those subjects 
they will take over and \~bove those prescribed by the St"ate 
Department of Education. As sho\m in Table VI , some testing 
is done in the Dunbar school ., It seems. however1 that the 







GUIDANCE PROCEDURE USED BY THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
DUNBAR HIGH SCH-OOL:, SHAWN.EE, OKLAHOMA 
£iia'.£a£!ona on Student's Baals for duid!ng Brr¥!cuffies Encountered 
Cho1oe of Vocat.ional and Students in in Guiding Students 
Non-v,ocat1onal Subject13 Electing Su,b.iects 
Free to elect Some testing with Student likes and dis-
limited follow- up likes for teachers . 
Faculty conference Ideas o:r some students 
with students . toward some subjects 
necessary follow- up i.s carried on in the testing p,rogram. 
Equally as important as properly administering the test is 
the analysis of" scores to better understand students so that 
the curriculum can be adapted to their special needs and 
capac1ties , Faculty oon.ferences :wi .th students as a means of 
guiding them ,in electing to take different subjects is not 
13 
as sound as it might be. Koos and Ke.t"auver • 1n a study of 
the school and its offerings , state that teachers of various 
subjects. cannot aiways be relied upon for an accurate state-
ment of the objectives of their work . The personal interest 
that teachers have in keeping up class enrollment might 
render them un.fit to give unbiased guidance in the selection 
of' electives . The matter of teacher popularity might be the 
determining factor as to what students will elect to take 
rather than the needs of the student . Student l.1kes and 
dislikes t:or teachers , coupled with the distorted ideas some 
students he.ve toward 'some .subjects, .form an unsound basis 
.for selecting .subjects .. 
Occupational Interest 
'Table VII shows twenty- two of the twenty- eight boys who 
take vocational subjects , 78 percent of the group, to be 
presently interested in farming.,. auto-mechanics ,, brick 
13 Koos and Kei'auver, Guidance in Secondary Schools . 
TABLE VII 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST OF 28 VOCATIONAL AND 15 NON- VOCATIONAL BOYS 
IN THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL , SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 
• 
Occupations in which B9y 
resent;l:v are Interested 
Fa!'ll1:ing 
Auto MechaP,ics 
Physical Education Teacher 
Brick Me.son 
Medicine 
Social Science Teacher 
Carpentry 
Voe . Agriculture Teacher 
Science Instrttctor 




lumber !fanning to liter I Num€er Pfannlng to fflte1r 11 
Occupations on Finishing Occupations on Completion 
Hi!h School . . of Collese Career 
Voogt{ona _ ·ff on- vocatl~na:f ss • ' • ·- • ' 
7 0 10 0 
l 0 2 0 
0 0 l 2 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 3 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 l 
0 0 0 5 
0 l 0 0 
l 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
masonry and carpentry~ A break-down shows the following 
interests: seventeen, farming; three, auto mechanics; one, 
brick masonry; and one. carpentry. It should be pointed out 
that auto mechanics and brick masonry are not offered in the 
curriculum. 0:f the remaining six vocational boys, one is 
interested in medicine, one is interested in becoming a 
physical education teacher, one is interested in social sci-
ence ; one is interest in science , one wants to become a vo-
cational agriculture teacher, and one plans to enter the 
army. Five of the fifteen non- vocational boys,. 33 .3 percent 
of the group , showed interest in becantlng industrial arts 
instructors. Two were interested in becoming physical edu-
cation teachers, three were interested in medicine , one 
wants to become a science instructor, one plans to enter the 
grocery business, and two were 1.mdecided as to :future occu-
pations . One showed an interest in brick masonry. Eight o:r 
the vocational boys plan to enter occupations on .finishing 
high school while only one non-vocational boy plans on doing 
so . The vocational group shows a more f'ocalized occupational 
interest than is shown by the non-vocational group • 
.Subject Interest 
Table VIII shows a greater percentage of' vocational 
boys,, 96 . 4 percent of the group ,, to be interested in voca-
tional agriculture than in any other subject in which the 
group is presently interested. It is quite interesting to 
TABLE VIII 
SUBJECTS IN WHICH 28 VOCATIONAL AND 1.5 NON-
VOCATIONAL BOYS PRESENTLY ARE INTERESTED IN 
THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL, SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 
Subjects in Percent -or -Boys-
which Boys Boys Interested in Interested in 
Presently are Di.f'ferent Subjects Dif.ferent Subjects 
Interested Vocational Non.!Voc . Vocational Non-Voe, 
Vocational 
Agriculture 27 0 96 .4 0 
Mathematics 13 8 46.4 .53 • .5 
General Shop 0 9 0 60.,0 
Social Studies 13 6 46.4 40 . 0 
Science 3 0 10.,7 0 
English 13 4 46 .4 26.6 
Music 4 4 14.2 26. 2 
Health Education 8 .5 28 • .5 33. 3 
Typing 0 1 0 6 . 6 
Carpentry 1 0 3.$ 0 
note that a higher percentage o.f vocational boys show an 
interest in social studies and English than is shown by the 
non-vocational group . As shown in Table VIII1 a greater 
percentage of non.vocational boys show an interest in gen-
eral shop than in arry other subject in which the group is 
presently interested. Surprising to note is the .fact that 
only 3 • .5 percent of the vocational boys and none of the non-
vocational group seem to have been interested in carpentry. 
However, this is in keeping with the fact. as presented in 
..., 
Table VII. that only one vocational boy_. 3,..5 percent of the 
group ,, is planning to enter carpentry as an occupation.-
Occupational Pref'erences 
Figure 2 presents a comparison of occupational pref-
erences of twenty-eight vocational and fifteen non-vocational 
boys , grades nine and ten, in the Dunbar High School, 
Shawnee, Oklahoma. 
It should be noted that scores on or above the 75th 
percentile indicate deftnite preference for the occupation on 
which the score is made . Percentile scores raning between 
the 65th and 70th percentiles have some s1gn1f'1canee but can-
not be regarded with as much confidence as higher scores. 
Scores on or below the 50th percentile indicate that the 
group has no well deveJ.oped interest in that occupational 
area. 
As shown in Figure 2, both vocational and non-vocational 
boys ranked below the 50th percentile 1n the meehanic al and 
scientific areas . There was a marked difference between the 
vocational and non.vocational groups 1n preference f'or occu-
pations requiring computational ability. The vocational 
group ranked at the 58th percentile; the non-vocational 
group ranked at the 40th percentile . A dif'ference of 11 
percentile points is to be noted between vocational and non~ 
vocational bo-ys in their preference f'or occupations requir• 
ing persuasive ability. The voc.at1onal group ranked at the 
OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCES FOR 28 VOCATIONAL AND 15 NON-
VOCATIONAL BOYS TAKING THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD 
IN THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL , SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 
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62nd percentile., and the non- vocational group ranked at the 
51st percentile . The non- vocational group ranked at t he 
63rd percGntile in choice of' occupati ons requiring arti.stic 
ability; the vocational group ranked at the 65th percentile. 
The vocat ional boys and the non- vocat ional boys ranked at 
t he 55th and 32nd percentiles ., respectively,. in preferences 
for occupations requiring literary ability. Both the voca-
tional and non- vocational groups ranked rather high in 
musical inclination., ss t he vocational group ranked at the 
67th percenti.le and the non- vocational group ranked at the 
63rd percentile . The highest percentile score made by the 
vocational group was in its ehoice of occupations in the 
social service area . The group ranked at the 83rd percen-
tile. The non- vocati onal group ranked above the 65th per-
centile with a score of' 72. Both groups show defi nite 
preference for occupations such as adult education director. 
case worker , county demonstrator, social worker, 4-H Club 
supervisor. and farm bureau agent ,. to name a few. In prei'-
erence for occupati.ons requiring clerical ability,.. the 
vocational group ranked at the 65th percentile; the non-
vocational group at the 53rd percentile. 
Analysis of Scores Made on the s .. R. A. 
Primary Mental Abilities Test 
Table IX presents the distribution of total scores of' 
twenty- eight vocational and .f'ifteen non- vocational boys who 
took the B. R .. A. Primary Mental Abilities test 1.n the 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF T SCORES,iz. MADE ON THE S . R. A. PRIMARY 
MENTAL ABILITms TEST BY 28 VOCATIONAL AND 
15 NON-VOCATIONAL BOYS, GRADES 9 AND 10.~ 
DUNBAR HIGH ·soHOOL' SJ!!!WNEE ,. OKLAHOMA 
·. Frwuency . 
Scores Vocational N'on-voeatlonal .. 
141-150 0 0 
131. 140 2 0 
121-130 0 0 
111- 120 2 2 
101- 110 2 2 
91- 100 1 3 
81. 90 3 1 
71..-80 4 0 
61-70 8 2 
51- 60 1 1 
41- 50 2 1 
31 .. 40 2 4 
21--30 0 l 
11 .. 20 1 0 
N 28 N 15 
Median 70. 00 Median 62 .50 
Mean 74. 96 Mean 68. 40 
*T Scores- Total Seore 1s the sum of V/.S/.2R/.2N.,tw m~de 
on the Primary Mental Ab11iti~s Test . 
Dunbar High School, Shalmee• Oklahoma. It may be noted that 
the vocational group had a median score-, the score exceeded 
by half the group, . of 70 while the non-vocational group had 
a mediim- score of 62. 50, This represents a difference in 
median of 7.50 1n favor of the voeationa.1 group, The voea-
tional group showed a me-an score of 74. 96 while the non• 
vocational group scored 68 .40. The di:f'.ference in mean score 
is 6.56 in favor of the voca.tional boys . The information 
presented in Table IX showa that the .sco,re exceeded by half 
the group was higher for the vocational group than .for the 
non-vocational group . The voceti.onal boy.a also showed a 
higher average score on the mental abilities test than did 
the non-vocational group . 
Percentile Scores 
Table X presents the distribution of percentile scores 
of twenty-eight vocational and .f1.1'teen non-vocational boys 
who took the s . R. A. Primary Mental Abilities test .. These 
percentile scores indicate the rank of the boys in this 
study as compared with other high school students of 11.ke 
ages throughout the United States-. A.s shown 1n Table X 
only two boys in each of the groups had .scores above the 
21st perc,entile . At the other end of the scale• 75 percent 
of the vocational boys made scores r-angi.ng between the .first 
and f'11't-h percentiJ.es , The non-vocational group showed ten., 
66 . 6 perce.nt of the boys ,. with scores between the f'irst .and 
fifth percentiles ~ 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTILE SCORES MADE ON. THE S. R. A. 
PRIMARY MENTAL ABILITIES TEST BY 28 VOCATIONAL AND 
15 NON- VOCATIONAL BOYS , GRADES 9 AND 10,. 
Seo!'es 
31- 35 
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DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL, SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 
· · ·· Frequency~--~--- - . 
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N 28 N 15 
Median 1. 0 Median 1 , 50 
Mean 5.42 Mean 6.,o 
Boys 1n the Dunbar school are not too well acquainted 
with the kind of' test administered in this study; consequent-
ly,, in some measure , the low scores may be attributed to 
their unf'$.llliliarity with such tests . The f'act that the test 
was administered by a stranger to the students in the school 
may have contriJ)uted to the low scores made by the vocational 
and non- voeat:t.onal boys . 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE 
DUNGEE HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA 
The School 
Dungeo High School; Chocta-w,. is located in Oklahoma 
county .fourteen mile.s northeast o.f Oklahoma Cit-y . Dungee 
' 
has a .faculty of' thirteen high school teachers and a. high 
school enrollment of' 205 students. Tho people in the 
community live on small acreages , suitable fo-i ... truck .farm-
ing. _ and work on government jobs at Tinker Field and in 
Oklahoma City. Being located adjacent to Tinker Field, a 
government installation• places Dungee High School in an 
enviable position. The school receives government aid on 
the basis of $4.5. 00 per student per year i'o.r those students 
whose parents are em.ployed in government service-. The town 
of Choctaw. ·which is rural in nature . f'urnishes little or no 
occupational opportunities . The outlying ar-ea is devoted 
principally to farming. and it is .from this source that 
those persons not employed in Oklahoma City receive their 
livelihood. 
Gui.dance Procedure used in the pun.gee School 
Table XI shows agriculture to be the only vocational 
subject offered boys i n the Dungee High School. Considering 
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TABLE XI 
GUIDANCE PROCEDURli: USED BY THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
DUNGEE HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW, OK.LAHOMA 
Lim!tat!ons on Student *s 
Electives Offered Choice of Voeat1ona.1 and 






Free to elect 
Basis for duid1ng 
Students in 
Electing Sub Jee ts 
No organized pro- · 
cedure used 
n!:rrib~i'.ti~s Encounterecl 
:t.n Guiding Students 
Negative faculty in.flu• 
ence 
Individual teachers Student likes and dis-
offer $oma di.rec. likes for teachers 
tion 
the proximity of the school in re1ation to the exist1ng and 
potential labor market, this would s~em to indicate that the 
administration o.f Dungee High Sehool has not been .as alert 
as it might have been. Especially is this true when one 
eons1ders the added gratuity which comes to· the school 
through government ehannels . It woul.d s .eem that some or 
this money could be used to enlarge the vo_cational of:fer1ng 
of the school . Indeed. the material. used to cover the 
diplomatt given boys f'inishing Dungee could• in a .figurative 
.sense,, be used. also,, to cover their vocational nakedness . 
Students at Dungee are .free to elect subjects they will 
take over and above those prescribed by the State Department 
of ~dues.tion . Table XI shows that no organized proeedure i 
used in guiding ,students in el.ecting to take vocat1-one.l or 
non ... vooational subjects . It. is left to individual teachers 
to give direction. This would seem to indicate a state of 
confusion. This confusion is indicated even be.fore Table XI 
is checked t'urther to show one of the difficulties encoun-
tered in placement o.f students to b_e faculty influence of a 
negative nature . An analogy is 1n order.. When one plants 
corn. what does one expect. peanuts? When one sows the seed 
of eon.fusion ._ what does c:,ne ,expect, elucidati-on? 
Occupatipnal Interest 
Table XII presents the o.ccupations in which voca tional 
and non-vocational boys , ~ades 9 and 10. e interested at 
present 1n the Dungee High School . Qi' th:trty -vocational 
boys-. only ,six showed~ ~nterest in farmlng tl two in auto 
mechanics , and two in e-le-etricity. Neither auto me.ohanies 
nor electricity is taught a_t Dungee.. The remaining twenty 
vocational boys ahowed a scattered interest !n occupations 
ranging f'rom business -admini stration through music , , medi.• 
cine , science, d :mathemat~cs teacher , More vocational 
boys showed an interest in becoming physica_l educat:i.on~ 
social science,. and music teachers ~an did non- voeational 
boys , On the e>ther band_, more non- vocational boys (.four) 
' 
showed interest in auto mechanics -than did vocati.onal boys 
(two) .. Thirty vocational boys showed $n interest in ten 
di.f.feront occupations :while twenty- eight non ... vocationa.l boys 
showed an interest. ln thirteen oc cupa-t1ons . Lack of' gui-
dance is <}learly indicated here . The lddo diyergence o.f 
occupational inteI•ests expresse-d by both vocational. ·and non,-
vocational groups W9Uld seem t ,o ip.dicate laek of direction 
on the part o:f' both groups -as to t.ftl.ere they h-ope to go ,. 
SubJ ect Int ~1res'ft 
Table XIII .show the same p attern ·Qi' thinking on the 
part or voee.t1onal d ru::in-vo-cational boys in regard to 
TABLE XII 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST OF 30 VOCATIONAL AlID 28 NON-VOCATIONAL BOYS 
IN THE DUNGEE HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA 
- --··· --··· · -- ····=r: · Numbei" PllUllllng to Enter Number Planning toEnf'er 
Occupations on Finishing Occupations on Completion 
Occv.pa.tions in which Boys Rif School of College Career 
Presentl,J: are Interested ,ocatlon!-- lon-Vocation1! Vocational_ Non- vocationai 
Farming 4 l 2 1 
Business Administration 0 0 l 2 
l?hysical Education Teacher 0 0 3 0 
Social Science Teacher 0 0 2 1 
Auto· Mechanics 0 1 2 3 
Science Teacher 0 0 3 0 
Medicine 0 0 2 6 
Music 0 0 ,2 l 
Ma.thematics Teacher 0 0 1 0 
Electrician 0 0 2 1 
cavil Se1?vice 0 0 0 l 
Carpentry 0 0 0 ·l 
TABLE XII-..Cont1nued 
::: • 2Ntimber Plann1ng to tiSiter 
Ocoupa tions on Finishing 
:: 
Occupations in which Boys 
resently ar<L_!nterested 
Oommen L,abor 0 3 0 0 
Interior Decorator 0 0 0 l 
Industrial Arts Teacher 0 0 0 1 
Law 0 0 0 1 
Artist 0 0 0 1 
Army 4 2 0 0 
Undecided 0 0 2 0 
Total 8 7 22 21 
TABLE XIII 
SUBJECTS IN WHICH 30 VOCATIONAL AND 28 NON-
VOCATIONAL BOYS PRESENTLY ARE INTERESTED IN 
TEE DIDiGEE HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW,_ OKLAHOMA 
Subjects in _ Percent oYBoys 
which Boys Boys Interested in Interested 1n 
P:resently a.re Different Sub :iects Different Sub ,jects 
Interested Vocational Non-Voe . Voca tionai Non-Voe . 
Vocational 
Agriculture 20 6 66 . 6 21 . 4 
Mathematics 8 7 26 . 6 25. 0 
General Shop 2 7 6.6 25. 0 
Social Studies 11 21 36. 6 75 . 0 
Science 7 7 23 .3 25 .0 
English 19 13 63 . 3 46 .4 
Music 12 6 40 . 0 21 . 4 
Hes.1th Education 0 8 0 28 .5 
Auto Mechanics 0 2 0 7.1 
Typing 0 2 0 7.1 
their subject interest , aa shown in Table XII, regarding 
their occupational interests . A total of 66 .6 percent of 
the vocational boys showed an interest :in vocational agri-
cultur-e while 63 . 3 percent of the same group showed an 
interest in English. This mean.a that only 3.3 percent more 
of' the vocational group .showed an interest in vocational 
agriculture than they did in English .. Only 1. 7 percent more 
non ... vocationa-1 boys showed an 1.nterest .:i_n science than did 
the vocational boys ., Table XIII shows further that while 
46 •. 4 percent o:f the non- vocational. group was interested in 
English. 63. 3 percent ot the vocationa1 group sho~ed an 
interest in the same subject . Th!s means that 16 . 9 percent 
more vocational boys were interested in English than the non-
vocational boys ~ Forty percent o:f the vocational group 
showed an. interest in mu.sic while ,only 21 •. 4 percent o:f the 
non- vocational group showed an interest in the same subject . 
It is interesting to note that the di:f:ference in percent of 
v-ocational and non-vocational boys interested in vocational 
agriculture. 45.2 percent., is only 26 . 6 percent greater than 
the dlfferenee shown between the two groups in music . Table 
XI shows that no organized procedure is used in guiding stu-
dents 1n the Dllngee High Sehool.. The data presented in 
-Table XIII substantiates this .statement . It would seem 
that. in the absence o.:f' a guidance program., the subject 
interes't or both the vocational and non- -vocat1onal group is 
as overlapping as ··1.s the oocupatlonal :lnterest o:f.' the two 
groups . A person with p.reconceived ideas as. to the dif'.fer-
ences between vocational and non- vocational boys on the basis 
o:f.' subject interest would doubt.les.siy be ,a bit pe:rp1exed on 
examining Table Xll:C. 
Occupational .Preferences; 
-The occupational preferences of' thirty vocation.al and 
. 
twenty~eight non- vocational bo7s. grades 9 and 10. in the 
., 
Dunbar High School are shown in Figure ,3 . Scores above the 
75th percentile should be ,regarded with a high degree o:f 
-' 
confidence as .ref'leeting a de:finite trend in occupational 
interest .. Scores about the 65th percentile should. be in-
spected; scores ln this range have some signif'icance ., but 
the:r cannot be regarded with aa much e on:f'idence as higher 
scores. Score$ falling on or below the 50th percentile 
indicate lack _of we11 developed interest . 
Figure .3 shows that both vocat1onal and non- vocational 
boya ranked below the 50th percent~le 1n mechanical •. compu~ 
tational ,- scientific , and persuasive interests . T.bis indi-
cates that .neither of the groups have strong enough 
pre:rerences in any of the areas mentioned above to be con-
sidered signif'icant in any way. However, s!nee this study 
is primarily concerned with comparisons between vocational 
and non-vocational boys. it might be well to point out 
brief'ly that in mechanical preference the voe.at!onal group 
had a percentile score of 43,. and the non- vocational group 
had a pereentile score ·or 26 . In occupations requiring 
computati~nal ability~ both groups ranked at the 48th per-
centile . 
The vocational group showed a higher percentile score-.. 
40 ,. 1n oeeupations requiring scientific ability than did the 
non....-vocational. group with a percentile s-eore o.:r 22 . 'The 
non-vocational group showed greater preference :for occupa ... 













OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCES FOR 30 VOCATIONAL AND 28 NON-
VOCATIONAL BOYS TAKING THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD 
IN THE DUNGEE HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA 
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group . · IJ:he non- vocat~onal group had a percentile score of 
46 • and the vocationa1 group had a percentile score of' lµ.j.. 
It us s:ignif1cant to note that the vo.cationa.l group 
ranked well above the 50th pere.ent11e with e score of 63 in 
artistic p.re.ference ., The non- vocati,onal group had a percen-
tile s·core of 54.. This indicates a greater preference f'or 
occupattons· sueh as adverti.si.ng des·igner .. artist.·, · poster 
·ut1st., florist . photogr.apher,. and 1nter!or decorator on the 
part of the vocational group _. 
The non .. vocational group had a higher percentile score 
in preferenee .for occupations requiring l.itera.ry ability. 
The non- vocational group had a score of 58. slightly above 
the 50th percentile ., ,and the vocational group had a score of 
42. 
Both vocational and non .... vocat1onal boys ranked well 
above the 50th percentile in preference for occupations re-
quiring mus.ical .e.billt-y., . as the vocational group had a per-
centile score of 63 - and the non- vocations.1 group had ,a 
score of' 65. Occupations requiring musical ability include 
music arr.anger. music composer., pianist# opera singer , and 
radio singer . 
It is in the field of social eervi,ce that both the vo-
cational and non- vocational boys showed the highest percen-
tile scores . A percentile score .Q£ 75 ia considered to 
ind.1.cate -a def'i.nit.e interest; in or preference for an occupa-
tion. The vocational group ranked at the 81st percent11e,i, 
the non-vocational group ranked at the 75th percentile. ffhe 
occupations found in the social service area , to name a few., 
are physical education instructor , community center worker, 
social worker, scout leader. farm bureau agent,. and 4 .. H Club 
director . 
The vocational boys showed a greater prefeI>ence for 
clerical work than did the non-vocational boys . The voca-
tional group ranked at the 60th percentile, and the non-
vocational group ranked at the 53rd percentile . Such 
occupations as clerk, duplicating machine operator, express 
agent. and file clerk are some jobs requiring clerical abil,.. 
ity. 
The difference in occupational preference scores made 
on the Kuder Preference test by the vocaticnal and the non-
vocational groups is a matter of degree rather than kind . 
Both groups ranked high~ above the 75th percentile, in pref-
erence for the same occupational area--social service . Both 
groups had scores between the 50th and 65th percentile in 
the same occupational areas--artistic , literary. musical , 
and clerical . Vocational and non- vocational boys ranked 
below the 50th percentile in the .same occupational areas--
mechanical , computational . sc1entif'ie . and persuasive . 
Analysis of Scores Made on the Primary 
Mental Abilities Test 
Table XIV presents the distribution of total score.a o:f 
thirty vocational and twenty- eight non- vocational boys who 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTIOM OF TOTAL SCORES ON THE S. R .. A .. PRIMARY 
MEN'XAL ABILITIES TEST BY 30 VOCATIONAL AND -28 NON ... 
VOCATIONAL BOYS, GRADES 9 AND 1.0• DUNGEE 
HIGH SCHOOL, CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA 
Scores . !ocat}ona!1:e91~~==t-cai£o~•l 
231.,, .. 240 l 0 
221- 230 4 0 
211- 220 0 0 
201- 210 0 0 
191 .. 200 0 0 
181.- 190 2 0 
171- 180 1 2 
161- 170 1 Q 
151- 160 1 0 
141- 150 2 0 
131 .. 140 5 l 
121- 130 1 1 
111- 120 2 2 
101- 110 5 7 
91. 100 l 4 
81- 90 0 1 
71- 80 0 5 
61-70 1 l 
51-60 1 1 
41~50 0 1 
3L•40 1 l 
21- 30 l 1 
N 30 N 28 
Median 1J6 Median 98 . o 
Mean 138 . 2 Mean 95. o 
took the f'r:tmary MentBl Ab.111 ties test.. lt ~7 be noted. 
'tP..nt the vocational gl'OU}? ha.d a median sco:r.""e,. th~ score· ex ... 
cee,ded by 1:4.~lf' the ga2oup• Qf · 136 tdhile the non-voc.a'tiona:l 
g;::eoup had a; media,ri seore of 98... This rep.resent.s a di.t'fei"'-
.enca in median of· 38 in favoI" of the vocational group. T'he 
voeational grm;i;p $hotied .a mean sct)re of 138.2 while the non• 
voc.ational gr-0:up showed it. 'ic:OJ."1.'1 of 95. Th~ d1ffei·enc:B in 
mean 1:1cora$ 1.s 43.2 in l'$.Vtlr {)f t:be voaat!o:nal 'boya... The 
inrol'."mation J)-resented jn !'able XIV :Sh(}WS: tha;t the $,core ex• 
eeeded by ha1f the group waa higher :ro.r t.11.e vocat!cm-al g:r•oup 
thgn that for tho non.-tvoe~tion.al. gx,·01:i.p. 'l'l.le vocat.ional 
g1"ouP alao shtrtied a b.1gh.e1" aver1ge segr~e on the ~:t"int1ll.!>'Y · 
Mental Abilities test t~ did th.e· non...,vocat:ton~l boys. · 
l?ercentlle Sco~,es 
'Table XV pre.sent-a ,a comp.arisen o:r the distribution of 
percentile $COJ."'e:s made by th.,~t,- voca.tiona.1 $!1d twenty •. si.ght 
no11-vocat :tonal boys who took tls.e Pri.'1wccy Menta.l Abili tie1:1 
test. As sbxn,ro. by Table xv .• the vocatione.1 group ha.d ·f£ 
median score oi' 27 t4hile the nil>n..:vo,ettt"ional gri,up had ';(St 
~edie.n sc .. ore of' lt.25. This repr€t$.ecnta. a ditterence or 22r15 
1n median in f'irvor of' the V·<>eatic,,~l boys. :rhe vee~t:1011.al 
g1"oup had a tltesn score !!ti" 34.80 i41!1e the non--voca:t.i.one:1 
g1~0-up had ·~ score of' 10. 71. The dti':t"orence in :me.e.n $:eores 
is. ~-l>~ in favoz, of' th£> voctrt:to~l· boyz. 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTILE SCORES MADE ON THE S. R. A. 
PRIMARY MENTAL ABILITIES TEST BY 30 VOCATIONAL AND 
28 NON-VOCATIONAL BOYS, GRADES 9 AND 10, 
























N 30 N 28 
Median 27.0 Median 4 .25 
Mean 34.80 Mean 10.71 
Vocational boys in the Dungee High School, Choctaw,. 
ranked much higher, in comparison with the 18,000 high 
school students from all over the United States who made up 
the standardization population on the Primary Mental Abili-
ties test, than did the non-vocational group . 
S1J1'1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Data presented in this sit.udy ,. as to the guidance proce-
dure u.sed ~Y adn!,~·s.trative heads in the sepl.U'ate schools .of 
Okmu.lgee,, S.ha~me e . and Choctaw,, show that ,student.s are not 
'arbitrarily placed 1n vocat.1onal ,trod non- vocational subjects . 
The problem in :the three schools studied seems not to be im• 
proper guidance , but la.ck of' 1.t . The extent of guidance 
done in the schools seems to be limited• more or less , to 
statements from the .faculty members as to 'What might be ex-
pected .from the cours'e offerings . The interest which · 
teachers have in keeping up enrollment is not necessarily 
conducive to giving .stude~ts clear and unbia_sed guidance in 
electing to take different subjects . The ba,,Sis for guidl.ng 
:students 1n electing t9. take dif'.f'erent .subjects •. in the 
three schools used in this istuey. is weak. a.nd suggests the 
problems encountered in dix-ecting students in electing to 
take the di.fferent course offerings . Student likes and dis-
likes £or teachers . negative teacher influence , and selec-
tion o.f courses on the bas1s of dif.ficulty alone are .fruits 
or an unorganized guidance program. 
Vocational and non- vocational boys in the three schools 
used in this study were asked to .fill out occupational 
interest surveys,.. Analys i s of data showed vocational boys 
5.3 
to have moro limited occupational interests than the non. 
vocational group. Of eighty-rive vocational boys, fifty-. 
three~ or 62 percent~ showed interest in strictly vocational 
occupations: :forty ... one in f'arm1ng, eight in auto mechanics .-
one in brick masonry• two in ele,ctrical work., and one in 
carpentry! The largest ,number o;f non-vocational boys show ... 
ing interest in one occupation was sixteen., Sixteen non-
vocational boys showed interest in medicine .- In the absence 
.of' an orga.niz-~d guidan;<~e program •. the writer doubts that 
these boys ,are aware of' the expense and time the f::te1d or 
m.edi,eine entails . From the information gathered and a,na-
lyzed, it would s.eem that vocational boys a.re given more 
direction than is given the non-vocational boys . 
From the standpoint or interest in curricula of'f'erings,, 
vocational and non-vocational boys di.ffere-d widely in only 
two subjects . Sixty- nine -vocational boys showed interest in· 
vocational -.agriculture while only two of' the group showed 
interest in general shop. Twenty- five non-vocational boys 
showed interest in general Shop while .s1.x showed interest 1n 
vocational agr:l.culture.. The number of vocational boys 
interested in English, music ., and science was somewhat higher 
than the number of non- vocational boys showing interest in 
the same subjects . Seyenty- e1ght voc.ational boys allowed 
interest in the subjects just mentioned; fifty. eight ru>n-
voeati.ona.l boy,s showed like interest!" Overlapping interest 
on the part of vocational and non-vocational boys 1n ~11 
subjects excepting vocstional agriculture and general shop 
prompts the vzritor to wonder to what degree the vocational 
agriculture and shop teachers influenced the boys who 
elected to take the course.a . 
The Kuder Pref'erence Record examination was administered 
in the three ,schools u.sed in this study as a means of eom-. 
pa.ring the occupational pre:ferences of vocational ·and non-
vocational boys in the schools~ Analysis of scores made on 
the examination reveal that vocational and non. vocational 
boy'3 ~howed greater preference .for occupations in. the social 
service area than in e:rry other area of occupational interest . 
Some of the occupations in the social service area are as 
f'ollows: directing adult education work, aupervising .4- H 
Club and N. F . A. work , vocational counseling .,. and directing 
playground activities . Both vocational and non- vocational 
boys showed low percentile seores in pre:ferenoe :for occupa-
tions requiring meehanical ability . It would be interesting 
to know what change would occur in the percentile ranking of' 
both groups in their stated pre:ference f'or the various occu-
pational areas 1.f th~y were coun&eled on the po-ssibill tie 
of' the various areas . La.ck of guidance and counseling in 
the schools used in this study i&~ 1n the opinion o:r the 
\iriter~ responsible :for the lack of' interest shown i n many 
of' the occupational areas ,. as re:flected by the seores f'all-
ing on or below the 5oth perc0ntile ~ 
The S . R. A-. Primacy Mental Abilities test ,was given ·1n 
the three high schools used in this study to compare mental 
abilitie~ of' vocational and non- vocational boys in the 
schools . ·An analysis of scores made on the test shows that 
voc~tiona.l boys rank higher on the basis o.f total mental 
abilities than (lid the non-.vocati oll(ll group . However. when 
the scores made by both groups are compared with scores o.f 
the 18.,000 high school students o-ver the United States who 
made- up the standard:lzEltion population. they ,are found to be 
low. 
The information covered in this ::i_tudy was obtained., for 
the mo~ t part.-. .from 1surve-:ra, and tests admihist~red to the , 
student s . This would suggest,. the writer .feelEJ.,,. that these 
tools could be useful in an organized guid~ce program in 
the three schools used in this study~ To successfully guide 
students necessitates knowing them. To know students in an 
1lllb1ased and unprejudiced manner necessitates more than the 
teacher t s personal opinion of the students . This, the 
writer thinks , suggests a sound guidance program. · 
It i~ thJ~ Qpinion o.f the writer,. also. th.at a' battery 
of tests used to n1ocaten students. in tar.ms 0£ their apti-
tudes . occupational preferences . and social adjustments 
would serv:e as ·a basis :for a . good guidance program 1n the 
.separate schools of Okmulgee .,. Shawnee_.. and Choctaw. The 
writer feels that .a. committee,; rather than one person,. should 
be given the responsibility of a.dm.inistering and analyzing 
test qlita,. In so doing, . the 14'.ri ter thinks ,, the schools will 
avoid the guidance program becoming a. ·0 one mari show._ u with 
little interest and cooperation being given by others. · The 
committee responsible i.'or testing and analyzing test data 
should follow- up this data with distribution of' the info 
tton on each student to the home room teache-r of' the .st-udents 
~volved. Each home room .. :teacher -should ti$e this information 
in counseling and guiding the studenta un_der his or her 
immedia.te supervia ion . 
, The vocational ,agric1.1.lture teacher, because of the 
nature of his work .which takes him outside the school ,. could 
augment the guidijnce program by rendering direct service in 
the compilation of data as t.o the occupational opportunities 
found in the school service area . 
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OCCUPA'TIONAL INTEREIST SURVEY 
1. Nam.e of School ________________________________ Date ___________ -------
2 P 'l' N . up1 s ame -----------------------------------------------------------
3. What is your father's Occupation? _________________________ ----------------
4. In what subjects are you particularly interested?-------------------------
5. In what subjects do you make best grades?--------""'----------------------
-------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
6. .A .. re you now enrolled ln these subjects? -------------------------------
7. Is there any occupation that you plan to enter when you finish school? 
fesD NoD 
B. If yes, what is this occupation?-------------------------------------------
9. Why do you plan to enter this occupation ( check the appropriate reason) 
Desire of parents _______ Wish to carry on family business ________ Monitary 
reasons alone --------------------
List other reasons not mentioned: 
1. 
2. 
~0. · Do you plan to go to college? ______ ---------------------------------------
1.1. .What field of study do you plan to enter there? _______ ------------ ______ _ 
' ' ' ----------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------
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